
2014 New Hope Community Bikes Neighbourhood Action Grant Proposal 

Introduction and Previous Grant Activities 

New Hope Community Bikes (NHCB) has received ongoing support from the Crown Point 
Community Planning Team and the Hamilton Community Foundation since its inception in 
2009. This ongoing support has allowed NHCB  to grow into the vibrant neighbourhood asset 
that it is to date. Past grant money has been used to subsidize the cost of parts and labour 
enabling NHCB to refurbish donated bikes and create affordable transportation. Funding has 
also been used for capital investments for successful new programs including an after school 
mountain bike program, and this past year’s widely successful Cargo Bike Program.  

Operating and Expanding 

Becoming self sufficient has always been a goal of NHCB and each year staff of NHCB and 
board members work to meet this goal. NHCB still relies on bicycle donations, thousands of 
volunteer hours and continues to benefit from about $10,000 in cash donations each yea. This 
support combined with sales of refurbished bikes and repairs, provide the necessary revenue 
to maintain the daily operations including rent, utilities, and staffing. In this respect NHCB 
has successfully become self-sustaining. As a result, requests for grant funding are targeted at 
expanding program reach and ultimately increasing the impact that New Hope can have to 
change and improve the culture of our neighbourhood and broader city.   

The board and staff of NHCB are not content with simply maintaining the daily operations of 
the shop and existing programming, and instead want to be continually working towards 
creating a more cycle friendly neighbourhood and expanding access to cycling and cycle 
education. We have identified three distinct areas for this year’s granting term where we see 
funding can improve our reach. 

1. Youth Training Program and Community Repair Program- $10,000.00 (5 youth @ 20 
hours for 8 weeks + employment related costs and administrative oversight - 15%) 

a. The seasonal nature of bike sales means there is a major spike in repairs and 
need for refurbishing of donated bikes during the summer months. 
Neighbourhood youth often volunteer at NHCB and learn valuable employment 
skills. Grant funding will enable NHCB to hire three (3) part time students aged 
14-16, for 20 hours per week. The Youth Employment Program will create jobs 
for those who do not qualify for other summer experience programs, and allow 
more youth to learn valuable sills.  

b. Going back to our original roots after five years of success, NHCB will offer 
FREE bike repair for 16 weeks (May-September) at the Ottawa Street Farmers 
Market. Utilizing Cargo Bikes and the skills developed through the Youth 
Training Program, NHCB will provide free basic tune-ups on a weekly basis. 
Funding will subsidize parts and staffing oversight for students. Going back to 
our original roots after five years of success, NHCB will offer FREE bike repair 
for 15 weeks at the Ottawa Street Farmers Market. Utilizing Cargo Bikes and 
the skills developed through the Youth Employment Program, NHCB will provide 



free basic tune-ups on a weekly basis. Funding will subsidize parts and staffing 
oversight for students. 

2. Crown Point Bike Festival  - $2000.00 

a. For the past 3 years NHCB has been the lead in creating and organizing the 
Steel City Bike Festival.  Building on prior success, NHCB will focus major 
components of 2015’s bike festival within the Crown Point neighbourhood, 
coinciding well the completion of cycling infrastructure upgrades within the 
hub, namely bike lanes on Cannon St and the proposed Gage park bicycle skills 
park.  

b. The Steel City Bike Festival was created to highlight the benefits of cycling and 
showcase it as a viable lifestyle choice for transportation and recreation. 
Events are focused on building a stronger cycling community and connecting 
people around shared interests.  

3. Expanded Cargo Bike Rental Program - $8000.00 (4 Bikes @ $7,500, storage @ $500)  

a. The Cargo Bike Rental Program started this year has been far more successful 
than expected. All available bikes have been solidly booked out from June 1 
through to September 1, with names still on a waiting list. Grant funding 
allowed NHCB to rent out the bikes at a rate that was affordable for everyone. 
Cargo bikes have also been used to deliver “The Point”, and by other 
neighbourhood businesses as an affordable transportation option.  Adding 4 
additional bikes to the rental fleet will nearly double the current rental 
capacity and provide increased availability for short term rentals such as those 
utilized by “The Point” and other neighbourhood activities.  

b. Cost recovery at current rental rates would be 3 years of full time rental, 
making the capital cost beyond what NHCB can afford without grant funding.  


